people with 'normal lives' to 'choose terror ' (pp. 23-24) ? She also acknowledges the same restriction: that there is no 'automatic window into the inner world of consciousness ' (p. 17) . This illuminating study reveals how escalating demands to demonstrate virtue resulted in a double bind, requiring Revolutionary politicians to 'be prepared, if the public safety demanded it, to denounce and destroy their friends, and even to sacrifice their lives ' (p. 288) . Adopting a non-partisan approach, Linton tracks a large cast of characters from the period 1789-94 to show, in an impressive synthesis, how the ideological, personal, and political interacted. Her approach also reflects a twenty-first century concern to regard networks of patronage, friendship, and exchange as equal to, if not more important than, ideological belief and political language. Such a 'close-to-the-ground' perspective yields dividends, enabling her to demonstrate the ongoing influence of private politics in a 'transparent' Revolution. It also tempers the habitually sharp distinction between 'hardline' Jacobins and 'liberal' Girondins (now recast as the party of war and the first to initiate the tactic of denunciation). Robespierre is more thoughtful than sometimes represented, appearing here as a committed liberal republican who opposed war and the death penalty, while Desmoulins presents a more ambiguous figure, not just the 'liberal' critic of the Terror but also a key innovator of a discourse of denunciation. The overall picture is of fracture rather than ideological opposition: like-minded individuals, who had once wined and dined together, engaged in a struggle to the death to prove individual virtue. Choosing Terror communicates rich biographical and social material in clear, even-handed prose, making it a good teaching resource. Yet Linton's foregrounding of the emotional motors that drive personal choice while avoiding the temptation to reduce the Revolution to a history of motive sits awkwardly at times. By considering events mainly from the perspective of political actors, she essentially submits the Revolution to an ethical analysis. The implication that various Revolutionary actors shared similar psychological profiles, while highlighting social context, underplays the epic quality of the Revolution, which presupposes the freedom and unpredictability of individuals as well as genuine differences of belief. More interestingly perhaps, Linton's close analysis suggests that Revolutionary politics contained deeper contradictions. The Terror, according to Linton, resulted from an overinvestment in virtue as a means of understanding both ideology and everyday political life. The Revolutionaries closed the gap between being and appearance by collapsing the distance between the space of authority and everyday politics (bringing to mind Claude Lefort's distinction between le and la politique). Every political act, therefore, became a referendum on the deeper question of legitimacy, in an unworkable manner. In sum, Linton's accomplished book highlights important problems of political authority in an egalitarian age, although, arguably, such contradictions go beyond the psychological motive of personal ambition and/or individual choice.
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The Politics of the Provisional: Art and Ephemera in Revolutionary France. By RICHARD TAWS.
University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2013. xii + 214 pp., ill. In suggesting that the temporary character of much of the French Revolution's material culture points to a dynamic process of experimentation, this study closely scrutinizes new types of widely reproduced ephemeral objects. The category of the 'ephemeral' is made to cover an eclectic mix of objects, from assignats or paper money, almanacs, bureaucratic vignettes, certificates, caricatures, playing cards, and plaster models to the display of relics, festivals, and ritual performance. Richard Taws considers how aspects of these phenomena contributed to the making of individual subjectivities at a time when modern political collective identities were being forged. The designation 'ephemeral' ultimately serves the author's wider claims about the social, political, and cultural upheavals of a period judged to constitute a crossroads or site of transformation between a world where nothing was thrown away and a world of modern, centralizing bureaucracy and consumerism, subject to anxiety, transience, obsolescence, and the fugitive. Finding uneasy resolutions, complexities, and ambiguities, Taws still succeeds in making a case for the study of history through the careful scrutiny and analysis of how material objects come about, function, are made, used, and responded to. The first chapter, on the Revolutionary currency of the assignat, raises pertinent issues about the anxieties that arise when concerns about authenticity come to the fore. The value of this initial focus is profitably realized in the final chapter, which deals with trompe l'oeil caricatures of assignats produced after the downfall of Robespierre. These are said to mediate the trauma of the recent Revolutionary past through 'repetitious mimicry'. Practices and procedures are certainly historically embedded and institutionally determined, just as they are also constantly mutable and subject to change. Whether the coming of the passport changed the nature of portraiture is, however, more contentious, for the issue of verisimilitude adhered to the counterfeit, or portrait, from at least the time of the Renaissance. It is therefore regrettable that the close and productive attention to the details of a given outward appearance, no matter how fleeting, omits considerations of ostensible size. A circular etching, probably intended to function as a snuff box cover (p. 116) measures just nine centimetres in diameter, so its reproduction here is almost double life-size, whereas there is no indication that the oil painting on canvas La Mort de Joseph Bara by Jacques-Louis David (p. 5) is much more than ten times larger than the etching and hardly belongs within a comparable overview. In our own era of easily accessible, though not always easily verifiable, digital reproduction, size should still matter, especially because the valid mission here is to move beyond considerations of what is being represented towards the insights that can be gleaned from how imagery constructs narrative. This book, then, addresses an important project and should encourage further critical elaboration on how different kinds of object shed light on the processes of history.
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